Supplementary
Averaged MT asymmetry curves from five healthy human subjects. a, MT asymmetry curves averaged over the segments on the lateral femorotibial cartilage with higher MT effects. b, MT asymmetry curves averaged over the segments on the medial femorotibial cartilage with higher MT effects. Black and red lines are MT asymmetry curves, respectively, from the conventional and uMT CEST acquisitions. Supplementary Figure  S4 | gagCEST and MT contrast. a, Anatomical reference image. b, uMT contrast map. c--e, Conventional gagCEST map on the whole femorotibial cartilage, the segments with MT effects more than 50 %, and the segments with MT effects less than 50 %. f--h, uMT gagCEST map on the whole femorotibial cartilage, the segments with MT effects more than 50 %, and the segments with MT effects less than 50 %.
